
All Hemmed Up! 

This class will give you the confidence to hem all your skirts, pants and dresses!

Lesson 1•	  - How to accurately mark pants that need to be shortened. Learn the tricks 
to figuring out how to cut off the right amount of fabric from pants that need to be 
shortened...without cutting off too much!)              
Lesson 2•	 -- How to prepare and fold a pant leg for a blind hem.  Once you’ve cut off 
the right amount of extra length, learn how easy it is to fold a pant leg so you can 
stitch a blind hem.
Lesson 3•	  - How to sew a blind hem.  Learn how to use a blind hem foot to stitch a 
professional looking blind hem.
Lesson 4•	  - How to use the rolled hem foot to sew a rolled hem.  Dust off your rolled 
hem foot and learn some tricks to using this accessory to do the folding for you!
Lesson 5•	  - How to mark a skirt hem so that it ends up parallel to the floor. Did you 
know that you might have to sew a “crooked” hem for your skirt to hang parallel with 
the floor?  Learn how in Lesson 5
Lesson 6 •	 - How to sew a narrow hem.  Learn how to tame curved, sweeping skirt 
and dress hemlines.  Perfect for light weight and sheer fabrics! 
Lesson 7•	  - How to hem pants that taper to the ankle.  Learn how to adjust the side 
and inseams so you can hem tapered pants.
Lesson 8•	  - How to hem pants that flare at the hem.  Learn how to manage the extra 
fullness at the edge of your flared pants as you turn the hem up!
Lesson 9•	  - How to hem jeans.  Tools, thread and notions for a hem job that looks 
better than the original hem!
Lesson 10•	  - Tips for hemming knits.  Learn the right notions and stitch settings to 
stitch a hem that stretches with the rest of the garment.
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